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The Bizarre, Delusional
Mind of Barack Obama
What are the inner motivations and deep, hidden facts
about America’s 44th president? What are his real
agendas and ambitions for the future? What is the truth
about his background, history, psychological make up,
and passive-aggressive behavior? What really makes
him tick, and what does it mean for the world?
William F. Dankenbring
1. Is Obama a Christian?
Although Obama says he is a Christian, this is another obfuscation on his part. A
“Christian” is one who follows Christ, and Obama certainly does not. His whole
background is Muslim. Jesus Christ Himself said, “You shall know them by their fruits”
(Matt.7:20). What are the fruits of Barack Obama? Does he even sound like a Christian
when he ridicules the Bible, both Old and New Testament? When he accuses Christians
of being on a “high horse” when they rail against ISIS savagery against Christians, and he
himself and his attorney general and justice department persecute Christians in the work
place?
In a television interview discussing his religion, Sen. Barack Obama stated, “My
Muslim faith.” Obama, speaking to ABC’s George Stephanopoulos on “This Week,”
was talking about what he described as “smears” that were claiming he was a Muslim
when he maintains he is a practicing Christian.
“Let’s not play games,” Obama stated. “What I was suggesting – you’re
absolutely right that John McCain has not talked about my Muslim faith. And you’re
absolutely right that that has not come.”
Was it a slip of the tongue or momentary confusion?
Stephanopoulos immediately interrupted Obama, stating, “Christian faith.”
“My Christian faith,” Obama quickly said.
As he let slip in the interview, when running for president, he said, “my Muslim
faith.” But the mouth speaks what the heart means. Obama’s “Christian” faith is of the
Jeremiah Wright kind, who is a black, racist, who shouts, “God damn America” in
sermons, and who is virulently anti-American, anti-Jewish, anti-white, and anti-Christ!
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Barack Obama is in the process of trying to recreate the Christian faith in his own,
very liberal and unorthodox image.
Built on a foundation of radical Black Liberation Theology, theological liberalism
and post-modernism, Obama is undermining historic, biblical Christianity while claiming
he is a Christian. In the process, he is defaming the Christian faith.
By declaring he is a Christian, yet denying Christianity's most essential truths and
traditional morality, Obama is associating Christ with some of the most wicked practices
imaginable, all of which are condemned in the Bible.
By any historic or biblical standard, Barack Obama is not a Christian.
With his incredible celebrity status, Obama's ideas about spiritual matters have
become very significant, and they are very dangerous.
2. Is Obama a homosexual president, despite pretences to be hetero-sexual?
Larry Sinclair\ wrote a book about his own trysts with Obama using drugs,
cocaine, and practicing sodomy with Obama in Chicago where he was well known on the
Chicago bath house homosexual scene. While in the White House he had his “body
man,” Reggie Love, who apparently served as his sexual partner for years and went on
vacations with him. No wonder Obama is a fierce advocate of homosexual “rights” and
same-sex marriage.
A prominent member of Chicago’s homosexual community claims Barack
Obama’s participation in the “gay” bar and bathhouse scene was so well known that
many who were aware of his lifestyle were shocked when he ran for president and finally
won the White House.
“It was preposterous to the people I knew then to think Obama was going to keep
his gay life secret,” said Kevin DuJan, who was a gossip columnist in Chicago for
various blogs when Obama was living in the city as a community organizer and later a
state senator.
“Nobody who knew Obama in the gay bar scene thought he could possibly be
president,” said DuJan.
DuJan, founder and editor of the Hillary Clinton-supporting website HillBuzz.org,
told WND he has first-hand information from two different sources that “Obama was
personally involved in the gay bar scene.”
“If you just hang out at these bars, the older guys who have been frequenting
these gay bars for 25 years will tell you these stories,” DuJan said. “Obama used to go to
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the gay bars during the week, most often on Wednesday, and they said he was very much
into older white guys.”
Obama, DuJan said, is “not heterosexual and he’s not bisexual. He’s
homosexual.”
Investigative journalist Wayne Madsen, who worked with the National Security
Agency from 1984 to 1988 as a Navy intelligence analyst, confirmed DuJan’s claims.
“It is common knowledge in the Chicago gay community that Obama actively
visited the gay bars and bathhouses in Chicago while he was an Illinois state senator,”
Madsen told WND.
WND also spoke with a member of the East Bank Club in Chicago, who
confirmed Obama was a member there and was known to be a homosexual. The upscale
fitness club, which has some 10,000 members, is not a “gay” facility. But it’s one of a
number of places identified by the Chicago homosexual community as a “gay gym,”
where homosexuals meet and engage in sexual activity.
In April, WND reported a federal judge dismissed a libel case against Larry
Sinclair, a homosexual who claimed Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign had paid to rig
a polygraph test regarding Sinclair’s sensational charge that he had sex and used cocaine
twice with Obama while Obama was an Illinois state senator. Sinclair tells his story in
“Barack Obama & Larry Sinclair: Cocaine, Sex, Lies & Murder.”
WND also reported former radical activist John Drew has said that when he met
Obama when Obama was a student at Occidental College, he thought Obama and his
then-Pakistani roommate were “gay” lovers.
In addition, rumors have swirled around Obama’s relationship with his personal
aide and former “body man,” Reggie Love, who resurfaced on the eve of the Republican
National Convention to support his old boss. Love resigned from the White House in
November 2011 after compromising photographs of him as a college student received
wide circulation. (WND, Jerome R. Corsi, “Claim: Obama Hid Gay Life to Become
President,” Sept. 11, 2012).
3. Is Obama really a Muslim?
Obama has long denied he was ever a Muslim. His campaign site states: “Senator
Obama has never been a Muslim, was not raised as a Muslim, and is a committed
Christian.”
Public records in Indonesia listed Obama as a Muslim during his early years, and
a number of childhood friends claimed to the media Obama was once a mosque-attending
Muslim.
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Obama’s campaign several times has wavered in response to reporters queries
regarding the senator’s childhood faith.
Commenting on a Los Angeles Times report quoting a childhood friend stating
Obama prayed in a mosque – something the presidential candidate said he never did –
Obama’s campaign released a statement explaining the senator “has never been a
practicing Muslim.”
Widely distributed reports have noted that in January 1968, Obama was registered
as a Muslim at Jakarta’s Roman Catholic Franciscus Assisi Primary School under the
name Barry Soetoro. He was listed as an Indonesian citizen whose stepfather, listed on
school documents as “L Soetoro Ma,” worked for the topography department of the
Indonesian Army.
Catholic schools in Indonesia routinely accept non-Catholic students but exempt
them from studying religion. Obama’s school documents, though, wrongly list him as
being Indonesian.
After attending the Assisi Primary School, Obama was enrolled – also as a
Muslim, according to documents – in the Besuki Primary School, a public school in
Jakarta.
The Loatze blog, run by an American expatriate in Southeast Asia who visited the
Besuki school, noted: “All Indonesian students are required to study religion at school,
and a young ‘Barry Soetoro,’ being a Muslim, would have been required to study Islam
daily in school. He would have been taught to read and write Arabic, to recite his prayers
properly, to read and recite from the Quran and to study the laws of Islam.”
Indeed, in Obama’s autobiography, “Dreams From My Father,” he acknowledged
studying the Quran and describes the public school as “a Muslim school.”
In a free-ranging interview with the New York Times, Obama described the
Muslim call to prayer as “one of the prettiest sounds on Earth at sunset.”
The Times’ Nicholos Kristof wrote Obama recited, “with a first-class [Arabic]
accent,” the opening lines of the Muslim call to prayer.
The first few lines of the call to prayer state:
Allah is Supreme!
Allah is Supreme!
Allah is Supreme! Allah is Supreme!
I witness that there is no god but Allah
I witness that there is no god but Allah
I witness that Muhammad is his prophet …
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(Aaron Klein, “Obama Slips on TV: ‘My Muslim Faith’”, WND, Nov.7, 2008).
Obama grew up as a Muslim, his father and step father were Muslim, he attended
a Muslim school in Indonesia while growing up as a young boy, and has said no sound is
prettier to him than the call to prayer by a Muslim cleric. He has ridiculed the Bible, both
the Old Testament and the New Testament, and has spoken of the “holy Koran” often in
speeches. There is no doubt in my mind that he is a Muslim loving fanatic, and
welcomes those of the Muslim religion into the United States as “refugees,” but refuses
to allow similar access to Chaldean Christians fleeing the Middle East. (WND,
4. Is Obama a liar-in-chief as some have characterized him?
Obama lied about “Obamacare,” lied when he said people could have their old
plan, their own doctor, that it would save them money – all lies. He lies like a sponge.
He is the most artful, deceitful, sham impostor to ever inhabit the White House – his lies
are legion and legendary.
During his 2012 State of the Union speech, Barack Obama claimed “American oil
production is the highest that it’s been in eight years.”
In fact, the Congressional Research Service reports that 96% of the increase
comes from oil fields out of Obama’s control. By contrast, the production from federallyowned oil fields he does control has dropped by 275,000 barrels a day. It is worth noting
that privately-owned fields have increased by 395,000 barrels a day.
Obama has told the world there has never been a better friend of Israel in the
White House.
In September 2012, an Israeli newspaper reported that senior Obama
Administration officials have told Tehran that Barack Obama does not intend to join
Israel in any attack on Iran’s nuclear installations. In May 2011, Obama asked G8
member nations to fund the Arab Spring counties who are clearly on their way to
planning an all-out attack on Israel.
In May 2011, Obama said the fence between America and Mexico was “basically
complete”; yet the Department of Homeland Security admits just 36.3 miles or 5% of the
border is fenced.
Obama lied and said abortions would not be publicly funded under Obamacare.
Despite Obama’s empty lies about no public funding for abortions, a March 2012
edict from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) unequivocally ruled
Obamacare will use our tax dollars to fund abortion.
In April 2009, Obama claimed he “saved or created over 150,000 jobs.”
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In an odd burst of veracity, his friends at the AP called him on this lie, pointing
out that at that point since Obama came to office, the United States lost more than 1.2
million jobs as per his own Bureau of Labor Statistics. The report continued by pointing
out that any jobs “saved or created” by Obama’s stimulus bill were “dwarfed by the
number of recent job losses.”
He claimed that by the end of his first term, he would cut the deficit in half.
The truth is that he has given us more new debt than all previous presidents
combined.
Remember Obama telling us there would be no earmarks in his 2009 stimulus
package? He lied. The bill had over 9,000 earmarks in it; and of course, it failed to
deliver even a small improvement for our economy.
Obama told us that without his 2009 stimulus package unemployment would
grow to 8.5%. We got the stimulus, and it gave us 44 straight months of unemployment at
or above 8%.
Obama lied about his position on Gay “marriage” multiple times, moving from “I
am not one to support gay marriage” to his advocacy of “same-sex marriage” in 2015 and
the White House celebration of the Supreme Court’s decision on the subject by flying the
rainbow colors of the Gay-Lesbian movement.
5. Does Obama really hate America?
Ben Stein said on Nov. 17 that President Obama has a ‘hatred for America,’ and
claims that he hasn’t taken ISIS seriously enough.
Conservative commentator Ben Stein said yesterday there’s no doubt President
Obama hates America, but asked if that might have to do with his race.
Stein, who last year called Obama the “most racist president there has ever been,”
told Newsmax’s Steve Malzberg that Obama is a “bad joke” because of his failed
leadership against ISIS.
“I think the question is,” he said, “why is he so angry at America. I don’t think
that there’s much question he doesn’t wish America well. He has a real strong hatred of
America.”
Ben Stein said, “He’s a very real danger. The question is, why is he so angry at
America? I don’t think there’s much question that he does not wish America well. He has
a real strong hatred of America. Is it because he’s part black? I don’t know. Is it because
he felt his father was mistreated by the British in Kenya?
“I don’t know.”
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6. Why has Obama allowed the threat of ISIS to explode on the world scene?
President Obama is partially responsible for the Paris attacks because he let ISIS
get so strong. He called them a JV team, he said that they weren’t really serious or
important,” said Ben Stein. “He has not in any sense addressed their threat. As the leader
of the most important nation in the world, he’s a bad joke.” On top of that, he said
President Obama is “missing in action” while other world leaders are trying to figure out
how to fight ISIS.
The confusion in the President’s thinking and strategy about the current terrorist
crisis is frightening in its implications.
As the tragic events in Paris confirm, surprise remains one of the most important
aspects of warfare, in this instance by the Islamic terrorists of Daesh [ISIL or ISIS]
against the U.S. and the West.
Yet Obama persists in announcing publicly that under no circumstances will he
commit significant ground forces again to the Middle East for his “destroy and degrade”
campaign. It is irresponsible to reveal such an important aspect of strategy to your enemy
who examines every public statement and private rumor to assess his actions.
Obama’s penchant for refusing to use “Islamic”, and condemning those who do as
“trying to make terrorism a Muslim problem rather than a terrorist problem” is one of his
greatest handicaps in his effort “to degrade and ultimately destroy” ISIS.
Refusing to identify the enemy makes it all the harder to fight a foe which has an
intellectual rationale as well as brute strength. The fighters for ISIS are not recruited from
Methodists or Vedantists but from Islam, and it has its roots in Islamic scripture.
Obama relegates any discussion of the security issues of taking in an increasing
number of refugees as ill-conceived and racist. Obama claimed that there must be a
commitment to America’s tradition of concern and hospitality, with “rigorous screening
security checks”. But the director of the FBI and others have recently explained that
given the difficulties of securing Syrian data any such intensive examination is nearly
impossible. This danger Obama simply glosses over.
There is, after all, mounting evidence some of the participants in the Paris
massacre came into Europe as “refugees.” In fact, the Obama Administration has done
little if anything to increase the size and scope of the FBI and other agencies which carry
out surveillance.
None of this is reassuring to Americans facing the exploding threat of militant
Muslim violence and Islamic terrorism within our own country, on our own shores! The
danger escalates while Obama whistles as he walks through the graveyard.
7. Was Obama really born in Hawaii?
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A former Hawaii records official revealed there is absolutely no birth certificate
for Barack Obama. The bombshell revelation backs up long-standing claims that Obama
– who insists that he was born in a Honolulu hospital – really took his first breath in
Kenya and, as a result, violates the U.S. Constitution’s requirements for the President to
be a ‘natural born’ American.”
Timothy Adams, who served as senior government records clerk in Honolulu in
2008, said: “There is no birth certificate. I was informed by my boss that we did not
have Obama’s birth record.” Obama once mistakenly named two different hospitals as
his place of birth, and when questions began pouring in during the election campaign in
2008, Adams says he asked both of them to supply the democratic candidate’s birth
certificate – and was told no such record exists!
Says Adams, “Neither hospital has a document that a doctor signed off on saying
they were present at this man’s birth. It’s like an open secret. Everyone in the
government knows this.”
Obama’s paternal grandmother insists she saw him being born in Kenya! If
indeed he was born in Kenya, he would not qualify to be President, because his late
father, Barack Obama, Sr., was not a U.S. citizen. His time in the Oval Office would be
ILLEGAL!
Adams has no ax to grind in the issue. He was simply doing his job, employed by
the Hawaiian elections office, checking the validity of voter’s registrations and
citizenship, when he made the stunning discovery. He declares, “It was my job to verify
the voter’s identity, and in my professional opinion, Obama definitely was NOT born in
Hawaii. I can say that without a shadow of a doubt because there is no legal record of
him being born there.”
Along with this shocking discovery and declaration, has come a damning
photograph of Obama in Kenya with his relatives there. It was taken in 1987 and shows
Obama standing with nine of his Kenya family in a family portrait. A Kenya birth
certificate, by the way, shows Obama was born in Mombasa’s Coast Provincial General
Hospital at 7:24 p.m. on August 4, 1961. Says Obama’s granny, Sarah Hussein Obama,
she was “in the delivery room in Kenya” when Obama was born.
8. Is Obama a socialist/communist in disguise?
In his biography of Barack Obama, David Mendell writes about Obama’s life as
a “secret smoker” and how he “went to great lengths to conceal the habit.” But what
about Obama’s secret political life? It turns out that Obama’s childhood mentor, Frank
Marshall Davis, was a communist.
In his books, Obama admits attending “socialist conferences” and coming
into contact with Marxist literature. But he ridicules the charge of being a “hard-core
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academic Marxist,” which was made by his colorful and outspoken 2004 U.S. Senate
opponent, Republican Alan Keyes.
However, through Frank Marshall Davis, Obama had an admitted relationship
with someone who was publicly identified as a member of the Communist Party USA
CPUSA). The record shows that Obama was in Hawaii from 1971-1979, where, at some
point in time, he developed a close relationship, almost like a son, with Davis, listening to
his “poetry” and getting advice on his career path. But Obama, in his book, Dreams From
My Father, refers to him repeatedly as just “Frank.”
The reason is apparent: Davis was a known communist who belonged to a party
subservient to the Soviet Union. In fact, the 1951 report of the Commission on
Subversive Activities to the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii identified him as
a CPUSA member. What’s more, anti-communist congressional committees,
including the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), accused Davis of
involvement in several communist-front organizations.
Trevor Loudon, a New Zealand-based libertarian activist, researcher and blogger,
noted evidence that “Frank” was Frank Marshall Davis in a posting in March of 2007.
Obama’s communist connection adds to mounting public concern about a
candidate who has come out of virtually nowhere, with a brief U.S. Senate legislative
record, to become the Democratic Party frontrunner for the U.S. presidency. In the latest
Real Clear Politics poll average, Obama beats Republican John McCain by almost four
percentage points.
Obama has well-documented socialist connections, which help explain why he
sponsored a “Global Poverty Act” designed to send hundreds of billions of dollars of U.S.
foreign aid to the rest of the world, in order to meet U.N. demands. The bill has passed
the House and a Senate committee, and awaits full Senate action.
But the Communist Party connection through Davis is even more ominous.
Decades ago, the CPUSA had tens of thousands of members, some of them covert agents
who had penetrated the U.S. Government. It received secret subsidies from the old Soviet
Union. (Cliff Kincaid, Accuracy in Media, Feb.18, 2008).
9. Is Obama a sociopath?
Sociopathic individuals often appear engaging, friendly, normal on the outside –
but on the inside, in their minds, they are delusional, mentally unstable, don’t know the
difference between right and wrong, and yet act rational on the outside. Many world
leaders, consumed by personal ambition, are pathological human beings – deadly and
mentally unbalanced.
Does President Obama show signs of mental instability and sociopathic behavior?
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Talk show host Michael Savage says, "Because 30 million to 40 million
Americans are finally awakened to what the psychopath has done to this country, and
they want to stop him from doing more. They want to stop him before it's too late."
Savage criticized President Obama, British Prime Minister David Cameron,
Merkel and other Western leaders with a provocative comparison he recognized could be
misunderstood. They are doing, he said, what Adolf Hitler did in reverse: Instead of
invading other countries, they are letting foreigners invade their countries.
"Hitler was a psychopath," Savage said, who "invaded other countries to impose
his nation's, let us say, his distorted values and race on other countries."
"What is Obama doing?" Savage asked. "He's invading his own country with
people of other races and other cultures and other languages to wipe away the
predominant language, the predominant culture of his own nation. He is equally mad.
"Barack Obama is as equally mad as Adolf Hitler in that regard," Savage
emphasized. "Write it down," Savage said, directing his words to establishment media.
"Maybe it will make it to CNN: 'Talk-show host says Obama as crazy as Hitler, because
he's invading his own country with foreigners.' But they'd better get the whole quote
correct. And I don't know if they're capable of it." (WND, Michael Savage, “We’ve Lost
the Battle,” Oct.22, 2015).
10. Is Obama a threat to become mentally unhinged?
President Obama is revealing, through his Iran deal, a “destructive rage beyond
belief” that should be alarming to the world because of its implication for the balance of
nuclear-weapons power. So says a forensic profiler whose work includes the doublemurder case against O.J. Simpson and the Natalie Holloway disappearance.
Andrew G. Hodges, M.D., a board-certified psychiatrist in private practice, cited
Obama’s recent description of himself as an “uncaged bear” and his statement there’s “no
telling what I might do.”
“He warns us he’s slipping mentally – his judgment impaired,” Hodges said.
Hodges, author of “The Obama Confession: Secret Fear. Secret Fury” and a new
book, “As Done Unto You,” about the Amanda Knox case, previously was assistant
clinical professor of psychiatry at the University of Alabama School of Medicine.
He has helped pioneer work on the brilliant unconscious mind, which he
explained in his 1994 book, “The Deeper Intelligence.” He teaches that by accessing and
interpreting messages from a person’s “unconscious super intelligence,” he can uncover
confessions as well as motives for crimes.
And Obama is revealing that he’s not exactly clinically deranged, but he’s not
altogether stable, and the nuclear deal with Iran ultimately will threaten the world by
giving the rogue regime access to nuclear bombs.
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“Secretly his super-intel confesses, ‘I am the biggest threat to the world. I am the
climate change that can eliminate us all,’” Hodges said.
Hodges explains Obama uses “three basic psycholinguistic maneuvers, all
unconscious: denial, projection and use of key images which reflect his true intent.”
“Secretly his words tell us about his true psyche deep down.” Hodges cites a
2014 speech by Obama in which “he secretly confessed to hidden attacks on America
driven by a deep inner madness. Not a clinical madness but a ‘near madness’ – the
disturbance of a secretly angry traumatized leader,” Hodges said.
Obama, noted Hodges, said Republican inaction “drives you nuts … and it drives
me nuts.” After mentioning the Republicans’ frustrating “inaction,” Obama added:
“They’re not doing anything – and they’re mad.”
According to Hodges, unconsciously, Obama is “telling us that his own famous
‘inaction’ represents secret madness and escalating passive-aggression. In short, Obama
was projecting his inner turmoil and disguised rage onto Republicans,” Hodges said.
Forensic psychologist Hodges declared, “Remember, things said in jest are ideal
for true super-intel confessions. Obama said, ‘With Secret Service, I always tease them,
I’m like a caged bear and sometimes I break loose. And I’m feeling super loose today, so
you don’t know what I might do.’”
“He is increasingly out of control – ‘super loose’ indeed,” Hodges wrote.
“Madness in the Oval Office guiding the nation is eerily reminiscent of his
‘uncaged bear’ self-image. His flippant comment, ‘no telling what I might do,’ implies
the same complete loss of judgment. His imagery depicts destructive rage beyond belief.
What the world has always feared – a near-madman at the controls of a nuclear bomb
appearing rational on the surface.”
Hodges has suggested Obama was “slipping mentally.” He said, “Not madness
such as total loss of control mentally, but more and more drastic behavior seen in
disturbed traumatized leaders.”
Hodges, who previously suggested Obama was revealing alarming ideas about
martial law and described how the president wants “total gun control,” also has addressed
Obama’s opinions on election fraud, how he’s driven by revenge and his ideas about
martial law.
The next message from Obama is about climate change, Hodges said. Obama
stated just this year: “No challenge – no challenge – poses a greater threat to future
generations than climate change. Twenty-fourteen was the planet’s warmest year on
record.” Says Hodges, “Add one word and you have his secret confession, ‘[nuclear]
climate change greatest threat to future generations’ which fits perfectly with that pact.
It’s the ‘Iran deal stupid’ he’s unconsciously talking about. His super-intel sees the truth
as he warns the world, not just America, that the Iran deal changes the nuclear climate in
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an unimaginably dangerous way. Deep down, he knows in a flash it’s utterly foolish and
Iran can’t be trusted.
“Unconsciously, Obama’s staggering image reveals he plans to threaten the
entire world by changing the nuclear bomb climate – giving into Iranian demands,”
Hodges explained.
Then he referred to the complexity of negotiations with Iran. “Obama noted, ‘It’s
a complicated piece of business … negotiating with a regime that chants ‘Death to
America!’ But the people who know most about the central challenge … which is making
sure that Iran does not get a nuclear weapon, they are overwhelmingly in favor of it .’”
“Read through the denial,” Hodges said. “Obama’s blatant denial confession
reveals the truth about the deal he favors, ‘making sure that Iran gets a nuclear weapon.’”
Hodges continued: “Next Obama takes us specifically to his mental functioning.
In a familiar projection, he accuses Republicans critical of the nuclear agreement of
‘selling a fantasy’ to the American people. Obama’s super-intel confesses his fantasy that
Iran’s not dangerous and the deal’s safe.
“Frighteningly he’s that far out of touch with himself. He constantly rationalizes
his secret passive-aggressive attacks driven by deep unconscious fears of being attacked
himself,” Hodges said.
“In his conscious mind Obama sees the Iran deal as living up to his Nobel Peace
Prize. His super intelligence declares this is the greatest misnomer in history. No single
person has ever threatened the world in such a way,” he said.
Hodges is not new to the field, already having identified killers by studying
ransom notes, emails, letters and police interviews to spot secret confessions. He decoded
Simpson’s “suicide note” to reveal Simpson’s links to a double murder. He deciphered
the JonBenet Ramsey ransom note in Boulder, Colorado, to identify the child’s killer. He
studied statements by Joran van der Sloot and Deepak Kalpoe to tie them to the slaying of
Holloway. He claims Casey Anthony secretly confessed to killing her daughter in 200
letters written to a jail mate. He even decoded Bill Clinton’s comments about Monica
Lewinsky. (WND, Bob Unruh, Nov.1, 2015).
11. Is Barack Obama a danger to Americans and the world?
As President Obama continues his push to bring more Syrian refugees to America
even in the aftermath of the Paris terror attacks by the Islamic State, talk-radio host Rush
Limbaugh says the U.S. president is now a threat.
“I’m telling you Obama has become dangerous,” declared Limbaugh on his
national broadcast Wednesday. “Where do you think the modern-day, 19- [or] 20-yearold terrorist comes from, Mr. President?”
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“We can’t take the world here. There is no right to immigrate. We just can’t
accept every human being suffering in this world in the United States.”
12. Is Obama a hypocrite?
Obama in the Philippines on Wednesday slammed Republicans who are pushing
efforts to bar Syrian refugees from entering the U.S., calling their words offensive and
insisting “it needs to stop.”
“Apparently they’re scared of widows and orphans coming into the United States
of America as part of our tradition of compassion,” Obama said. “At first they were
worried about the press being too tough on ‘em during debates. Now they’re worried
about three-year-old orphans. That doesn’t sound very tough to me.”
How illiterate does Obama think we are? Says Glenn Beck, “Like the emperor
with no clothes, President Obama doesn’t seem to recognize his own hypocrisy. When a
killer uses a gun to take out students on a school campus, the president condemns the
weapon more vehemently than the violence, calling for regulations that would further
restrict the Second Amendment rights of law-abiding gun owners — turning them into
sitting ducks for the next attack. When an Islamic terrorist murders innocents in the name
of Allah, the president tells us not to judge, to be patient, to show understanding. How
can he encourage such behavior toward radical extremists?”
Only days after the Paris terrorist attacks, thousands of fans in the stands of a
Turkish soccer stadium booed during a moment of silence for the Paris victims. Then
they began cheering, “Allah Akbar!”
Glenn Beck pointed out these screaming fans represent the very people President
Obama says we should bring into our country by the tens of thousands. “These are the
refugees that we should take, the people that come from that culture, that are handing out
candy when there is an attack or screaming ‘Allah Akbar’ during a moment of silence for
Paris, France,”
“And he says if you disagree with him, you’re just ‘a xenophobe, or you’re afraid
of 3-year-olds and orphans.’ That’s a quote.”
In Turkey, President Obama said, “We are not well served when in response to a
terrorist attack, we descend into fear and panic.” He went on to say good decisions are
never made right after an attack. Why, then, is the president so quick to make judgments
following shootings that don’t involve Islamic extremists?
Glenn offered comments made by the president immediately following the
tragedy at Sandy Hook as a comparison. “The blood isn’t even washed off the sidewalks,
and this man is telling us that we have to get rid of guns. The hypocrisy is astounding,”
Glenn said. (Glenn Beck, Nov.18, 2015).
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Glenn went on to challenge the president’s political posturing about Americans
not wanting to allow three-year-old orphans into the country. “You want to bring a
boatload, a planeload — you can bring cargo ships full of three-year-old orphans,” Glenn
said. “I’m having a hard time finding the three-year-old orphans and the widows. I’m
finding an awful lot of 18- to 24-year-old men. This is absolutely outrageous.”
The Obama Threat
President Obama is basically a Marxist of the “Third World” variety, which
means that he lives in the faith that some elite political minority can rule first the United
States and Europe, and then the world. In Washington speculation is rife that the end of
the Obama years is only the beginning of a run for UN Secretary General, a job he can
fiddle into real power, using leftist and Muslim regimes from around the world to support
him. Obama’s ambition runs his mind and his life. He can’t face the end of power.
After watching the man for almost a decade, this is the only ambition that makes
sense of his actions. It explains his consistent favoritism for Muslims, no matter how
radical or violent. It explains his surrender to Iran’s nukes, and his constant collusion
with the Muslim Brotherhood, now in active civil war with Egypt’s President El Sisi. It
explains his comfort with the medieval war theology of Islam, which is also a worldconquering faith.
Like all grandiose narcissists with uncontrollable ambitions, Obama figures he
can somehow resolve all the internecine warfare between Shi’ites and Sunnis, between
Persians and Arabs, Turks and Kurds, Copts and Salafists, and finally get all “the fiftyseven states” -- 57 is the number of Muslim states in the UN -- to vote for him as a
messianic UN Secretary General.
At the UN General Assembly, Europe will vote for him because the Left runs the
EU with an iron hand. South America will vote for him in the expectation of
“redistribution” of wealth from developed nations to their utterly corrupt, failed regimes.
In the real world, of course, this is a delusion, because the Muslim world is riven
by a hundred hatreds, Sunnis against Shi’ites, radicals against modernists, Arabs against
Persians, on and on and on. If the phony Palestinian problem is solved tomorrow, Muslim
wars will go on just as they have for more than a thousand years. The Saudis are more
afraid of Iran than anybody else, because Iran wants to conquer Mecca and Medina in
pursuit of its own war theology.
Obama and Jarrett – they are a classic “folie a deux,” a two-person cult – started
the surrender to Iran at the start of this administration, while lying endless times about
never permitting the mullahs to have nuclear weapons. But since 1979 the mullahs have
been screaming every single day “Death to Israel! Death to America!”
Liberals are cursed with a delusional inability to believe such threats, no matter
how serious they are. Hitler made such threats. Tojo made such threats. Lenin and Stalin
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made such threats. But history has no impact on liberal minds. Realist people understand
world-conquering threats all too well. We are facing the mother of all threats right now!
“

Ask ye now, and see whether a man doth travail with child?
Why do I see every man with his hands on his loins, as a woman
in travail, and all faces are turned into paleness?7 Alas! for that
day is great, so that none is like it. It is even the time of Jacob’s
trouble, but he shall be saved out of it” (Jer.30:6-7).
“

For these are the days of vengeance, that all things which are written
may be fulfilled. But woe unto them that are with child and to them that
give suck in those days! For there shall be great distress in the land and
wrath upon this people. . .
“And there shall be signs in the sun and in the moon and in the stars; and
upon the earth distress among nations, with perplexity, the sea and the
waves roaring. Men’s hearts will fail them for fear and for looking upon
those things which are coming on the earth; for the powers of heaven shall
be shaken.
“

And then shall they see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and
great glory. And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up
and lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh” (Luke 21:2228).

